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Human hair wig aftercare leaflet
We can provide you with a cleaning and reconditioning service by post on any of our wigs purchased and will
endeavour to return your wig to you by special delivery postal service within 48 hours of receiving it. If you wish
to care for the wig yourself then please carefully follow the instructions overleaf. You must at all times use the
correct after care products depending on whether your wig is human hair or synthetic fibre, a list of which is
available to you free of charge. Human hair shampoos and styling products are not recommended for use on
synthetic fibre wigs and vice versa. We strongly recommend the use of our top quality products on any wig or
added hair system to maintain appearance and condition. Inferior after care products could damage your wig!
VERY IMPORTANT

 PLEASE ENSURE THAT REAL HAIR WIGS DO NOT COME INTO CONTACT WITH CHLORINATED WATER,

SEA WATER OR HOT WATER AS THEY WILL HAVE A DETRIMENTAL EFFECT TO THE HAIR AND IN SOME
CASES CAUSE IRREPARABLE DAMAGE

INSTRUCTIONS FOR WASHING HUMAN HAIR WIGS
WASHING YOUR HUMAN HAIR WIG
Wash your human hair wig using COLD WATER. Start by brushing through the wig to remove any tangles,
(always start at the bottom and work up to the top to avoid compounding any knots) rinse the wig from the inside
with cold water and then add a small amount of Sebastian Penetraitt shampoo, order code WEL/026) into the
palm of your hand and distribute this evenly all over the wig, gently massage the hair until you generate a little
lather. Rinse again with cold water from the inside pushing the hair away from the base of the wig and continue
until the water is running clear, NEVER LEAVE YOUR HUMAN HAIR WIG TO SOAK IN WATER OR TRY TO
RINSE IT IN A BOWL AS THIS WILL CAUSE THE HAIR TO TANGLE. Blot out the excess water in a towel (DO
NOT RUB THE HAIR), condition as follows.
CONDITIONING YOUR HUMAN HAIR WIG
Apply the Sebastian Penetraitt conditioner (order code WEL/027) into the palm of your hand and distribute
evenly all over the hair, massage this through all the hair and leave for 15 minutes before rinsing. Rinse in the
same manner as before still using COLD WATER, once the water is running clear lay the wig on a towel and use
another to blot out as much excess water as possible. Finally, for extra protection apply Potion 9 (order code
WEL/024) which will aid styling and combability of the hair. We suggest the use of a very wide tooth comb or a
brush with rounded ends so as not to pluck or damage the base of your wig.
STYLING YOUR HUMAN HAIR WIG
All human hair wigs have to be styled in a similar manner to that of hair that is growing naturally. You can blow
dry, tong or straighten your human hair wig as desired but try to avoid excessive heat as this will have a
detrimental effect on the hair. The use of Sebastian whipped Crème styling aid mousse (order code WEL025) will
help protect the hair while adding bounce and fullness, this should be used prior to styling. To add that final gloss
to your hair, apply Sebastian Halo Mist (order code WEL/022) to achieve that perfect glossy finish and help
prevent colour fade with its combined UV filter.
Should you wish to use a light holding spray we recommend Sebastian Shine & Define (order code WEL/023)
which gives a light hold & conditions the hair at the same time.
These instructions are intended as a guide only, we accept no liability regarding the information given, you must decide on the method
and products that you wish to use. Please telephone should you have any other questions or concerns regarding the cleaning of your wig.

We suggest the use of our professional products, details of which we have included, these are for dry hair and
will provide added shine and moisture to the hair and are available direct from us. PTO for products and price.
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WEL/026
Sebastian Penetraitt Shampoo is a strengthening and repair cleanser that revives stressed and
damaged hair. The rich formula reconstructs and fortifies dry dull hair leaving it deeply conditioned, shiny
and revitalized. 250ml Bottle £11.95

WEL/027
Sebastian Penetraitt Conditioner is an intensely nourishing, strengthening repair conditioner. A creamy
rich texture conditioner provides pure luxury and works deep into the hair. It hydrates and repairs
damaged dry dull hair leaving it silky soft, shiny and revitalised. 250ML Bottle £12.95

WEL/022
Sebastian Halo Mist is a pure weightless shine spray with UV filters.
This lightweight silky mist spray creates a brilliant shine whilst protecting the hair from UV rays.
Provides a great finish to any hairstyle. 100ml Bottle £12.50

WEL/023
Sebastian Shine Define is a flexible holding spray which also conditions, leaving the hair with glossy
irresistible definition. 200ml £15.95

WEL/024
Sebastian Potion 9 is a wearable styling treatment enriched with active-oil botanicals. It restores the
hairs natural condition and enhances manageability while nourishing the hair. Part conditioner, part
styling aid, Potion 9 leaves hair with flexible strength and all day protection while providing added
shine and softness. 150ML £15.95

WEL/025
Sebastian Whipped Crème is a light conditioning styling aid with a thick creamy formula. Protein rich
and nourishing, this lifts waves and curls for super-conditioned air light bounce. 150ML £15.00

